
Examine a mobile phone without the original SIM card

With SIM id-Cloner the examiner can create a SIM card, which
gives access to the phone without destroying the call list.

NOTE: The examiner needs either ICCID or IMSI, which normally requires a contact

with the mobile network operator.

Examine a mobile phone with a PIN locked SIM card

There is a SIM card in the phone which is PIN locked, and it is dif-
ficult at short notice to get information from the mobile network
provider (e.g. PUK code). With the SIM id-Cloner the examiner
can create SIM card, which gives access to the phone without
destroying the call list. 

NOTE: This is suitable for phones where only ICCID is needed. In some cases it is

possible also to retrieve IMSI from the phone memory.

Examine a mobile phone without connecting to the 
mobile network

The SIM card is available and not PIN locked, but the examiner
needs to do the mobile phone examination without any connec-
tion to the mobile network. The reason for that is to avoid incom-
ing calls or text messages to the mobile phone during the exami-
nation. With SIM id-Cloner the examiner can create a
SIM card that allows you to do the examina-
tion during radio silence and with-
out destroying the call list.

Other benefits with SIM id-Cloner

Tested with many different mobile pho-
nes and SIM cards
Our SIM id-Cloner Examination card has
been tested with many different phone
models and SIM cards and it’s specified
to work with almost all phones. For a
detailed description for each phone
model, see the SIM id-Cloner manual.

The SIM id-Cloner manual includes all
the information you need.
Read the SIM id-Cloner manual and you
will understand how to create a SIM id-
Clone for the individual phone model
thay you need to examine based on our
testing of each individual phone model.

Full support through phone and email
when you need assistance
If you have questions or need technical
advise for a certain phone or SIM card
we are available to assist you.

Well integrated with .XRY
SIM id-Cloner is well integrat-
ed in .XRY. If you don’t have an
.XRY license you can run SIM id-Cloner
with .XRY Reader, available at no charge.
If you have an .XRY license then you can
use the same SIM Card Reader as .XRY. 

NOTE: You need a separate license for SIM id-

Cloner.

Cost effective, rewritable SIM cards
SIM id-Cloner Examination cards are re-
writeable, which means that you don’t
need one for every examination

DEFINITIONS:

ICCID = Integrated Circuit Card Identity

IMSI = International Mobile Subscriber Identity

Do you need a tool that helps you in these situations?
• Examine a mobile phone without the original SIM card
• Examine a mobile phone with a PIN locked SIM card
• Examine a mobile phone without connecting to the mobile network

If so, SIM id-Cloner is the ideal solution.
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